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B
Do Not
just
survive in
business.
Thrive
and live
your
mission.

unny Young founded A Better Place
Consulting to help professionals make
the most of their business and personal
life. With a Master’s Degree in Psychology,
experience as a Counselor, and amazing track
record as an entrepreneur and business leader,
Bunny has the unique skill set to get to the root
of challenges and help professionals achieve
a more fulfilling and successful business and
personal life. Bunny is able to quickly connect
with people, open their minds to possibilities,
help them uncover their purpose, and develop
plans and goals. She is brutally direct with an
amazingly big heart.
Bunny is also a proud Army wife, mother of
two beautiful and spunky daughters, has an
incredible service dog, and runs a non-profit for
service dogs. Whether giving a keynote, hosting
a workshop, or facilitating her specialty equine
professional development retreats, she brings
passion to every aspect of her world.

Speaking Topics Include
Millionaire Mom:

The Uncompromising
Mindset of Having It All
No one ever told me that to become a butterfly,
I had to stop being a caterpillar. So many of us
see where we want to go in life but have no
idea how to get there. Walk with me through my
personal story of “good enough” and letting go
of perfection in pursuit of peace. From quitting
my job to move to China to be a professional
stuntwoman, to firing 80% of my clients to be
home with my newborn, this talk is perfect to
inspire and encourage women.
OBJECTIVES: Getting over the attitude of
having to do it all, what work/life balance really
is, how to earn the money you deserve.

Plan for Success:

The Art of Knowing What
You Want and How to Get It
If you want higher return on investment from your
clients and team, then you need the 10,000 foot
view. This starts with knowing what you want, why
you want it and how to get it. Dive into how to
work ON your business instead of IN it.
OBJECTIVES: Strategy, Business Planning,
Overcoming Obstacles

Real Change
Starts Here
Ever wonder why your life is just not happening
the way you wanted it? Begin to understand that
your biggest obstacle might be your mindset.
Learn to recognize negative thought patterns, selfdoubt, and bad habits. Embrace new strategies
to create pathways to success in business and life.
Create a vision map for your life to ensure you
arrive exactly where you want to be and enjoy
the journey. Any conference will be exponentially
more successful by starting with this presentation!
OBJECTIVES: Mindfulness practices for
empowerment, motivation, and priorities

Psychology
of Selling
Never sell another day in your life but have more
sales than your company has ever experienced.
All you need is 3 techniques that will give
you the confidence and the approach to
generating sales and impacting relationships
for a positive outcome.
OBJECTIVES: Sales Strategy, Sales Plan,
Meeting Goal, Building Client Relationships

abetterplaceconsulting.com
Bunny’s presentation changed my mindset. I used to think of my personal
and work life as having two separate goals and values. Now I realize that
I can and should live my personal values in every aspect of my business.
That authenticity is driving me to become a better person in my
business life. It feels refreshing to feel that I’m bringing
a ‘greater good’ to my business and clients.
— Client Testimony

